by Scott Swanson


Four mounted photographs of singer Kenny Loggins' recent concert at Cal Poly were stolen from a display case in the University Union early Saturday morning.

The loss was discovered about 2:20 a.m. when UU night manager Tim J. Farley found the plate glass front of the case shattered and the pictures gone. Farley said he locked the building at 1 a.m. and checked all the bathrooms and other spots where people might have been loitering. He left the building at 1:30 a.m. and returned to the game room downstairs at 2 a.m. where he spent the next 20 minutes.

The only people in the UU after 1 a.m. were members of the Chinese Students Association who held bowling tournament in the game room until 3 a.m. But Farley said the door from the game room to the inside of the union was chained, and the only way out was through Mustang Lounge to the UU plaza.

The photographs were mounted on black matting and were 11 by 14 inches in size. They belonged to Mustang Daily photographer Alen Kennedy.

Kennedy is offering a reward of one mounted 11 by 14 inch photograph of Loggins or the Tubes concert to anyone giving information leading to the return of the pictures and/or the arrest and prosecution of the thieves. Persons with such information should contact Cal Poly Department of Public Safety at 546-2281 or go in person.

Please see page 2

by Linda Reiff

Delays, not thieves, hold up Bank of America Versateller

by Peter Hass

Director: it's more than a campus cash register

Story and photo by Phebe Fletcher

Winter rains mark the end to uncontrolled outdoor fires, but these rains also indirectly spark sudden, raging indoor ones — unless occupants have the chimneys checked that help fight the sooty darkness of their client's chimney.

...cleaning up for Santa
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Scott Abrams, Poly student and local chimney sweep, crawls from the sooty darkness of his client's chimney.

Cal Poly Foundation

Director: it's more than a campus cash register

by Peter Hass

Cal Poly Foundation, a non-profit entity separate from the university, has a mission of helping students achieve an education, according to its executive director.

"It's a public benefit corporation with a sole mission of supporting the educational mission of this university in any number of ways as requested by the president," said Al Amaral.

The Foundation, with assets of over $9.2 million, is not comprised of only Food Services and El Corral Bookstore. These are just the most visible divisions, said Amaral.

"I like to think that students believe we are providing them with service of high value," Amaral said. "Perhaps it's unfortunate that the student's primary contact with us is through the cash register.

Services come through other programs besides those that cost students money. The Foundation provides hands-on experience to students via its agricultural enterprises, which helps students in agriculture majors to complete their projects.

University Graphic Systems is also in the Foundation umbrella. UGS provides work experience for graphic communications majors, and prints a variety of items ranging from the Poly Royal poster to Mustang Daily.

The Foundation also handles donations to the university in its development program through processing and investing gifts made to Cal Poly for scholarships and improvements.

Though it is a separate entity, the Foundation keeps close ties with Cal Poly through the policy-making board of directors. Seven administration or faculty members, one student and one person from the community make up the board.

"As a program dedicated to the activities on this campus," Amaral explained, "there are some real advantages to having people on the board who have a real feel for what's going on here.

Even though these people are administrators or faculty, they continued, "they are assuming a very separate identity." Amaral said the board members' responsibilities are separate from their other duties. Members of the Foundation Board of Directors are appointed by President Warren Baker. They are experts in their services.

Harold Miller, an accounting instructor and a member of the board, verified Amaral's claim that university personnel "put on different hats" when they enter a board meeting.

Please see page 5
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by Linda Reiff

Delays, not thieves, hold up Bank of America Versateller

The contract, a 25 page document, was sent back to Bank of America with the proposed revisions, and has been returned to Cal Poly.

"All of the concerns of the contract were ironed out," said Sandra Clary, ASI president. "Now we're waiting for it to go through the channels of the (CSU) Chancellor's office," she added.

The design for the Versateller had to be approved by the UU architect Bob Marks of Santa Barbara.

According to Peter Phillips, architectural coordinator for Cal Poly, Grant made some alterations on the original Bank of America plans. His changes have been approved by the bank, and a construction contractor has been contacted.

Haynes said as soon as the contract with Bank of America is signed by all parties, then construction will begin. Bank of America could not be reached for information.

The Versateller will be located on the back side of the UU building, facing the Sandwich Plant between the bicycle racks and the stairway.
Tarry fireplace gunk enemy of chimney sweeps

From page 1

Although he has never seen a chimney fire, Abrams has read "They scare the living hell out of you."

"They need a lot of oxygen," he said, and they will suddenly suck all the air out of the room — the air holes and roors as it rushes into the flue, the hollow part of the chimney, the flue, but when the mortar melts it falls down minute by minute," he said.

As the oxygen, he said, "and they which can start shaking 2700 degrees in a matter of seconds for home, hobbies and business."

"Appreciating California Wines" will explain the history of California wines, sensory evaluation, wine-food matching, and buying wines. Several wines will be tasted so students should bring three wine glasses to the seminar. The class is open to persons 21 and over and a small materials fee may be charged.

To help cope with tensions of the 1980s, a "Stress Management Workshop" will be offered. 

"This workshop will sharpen your stress management skills," said Dr. James Allen will teach class participants how to control stress and be more relaxed and effective in their daily lives.

In the popular "Estate Planning Seminar" a panel of experts will discuss such topics as tax shelters and life insurance.

Everett Chandler, a certified financial planner, will teach "Managing Your Finances in the 1980s." This seminar will teach you how to fight inflation and improve your overall financial picture.

Cost per course is $10, and enrollment is limited. For more information call the Cal Poly Alumni Association at 546-2525.

At TRW it's what we're all about. We've created an environment encouraging people like you to define and go after your individual professional goals.

So when you work with us, you'll get a personalized approach to your technical growth. An approach that includes:

- An informal atmosphere that encourages interaction.
- Co-workers who value the free interchange of ideas.
- Responsive managers who look out for your advancement.
- A broad spectrum of challenging projects to choose from.

Projects ranging from large data base software systems, communications spacecraft and alternative energy sources, to scientific satellites, high energy lasers and microelectronics.

And you'll appreciate the opportunity to see these projects to completion.

In the long run we think you'll find that TRW offers an environment that brings out the uniqueness in you.

TRW will be on campus 11/17, 18, 19

College Relations

TRW will conduct two seminars: how to improve your overall financial picture.

Cost per course is $10, and enrollment is limited. For more information call the Cal Poly Alumni Association at 546-2525.
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Basic Services are Provided Without Charge!

Students are entitled at NO charge to:

1. Physician & Nursing Services
2. Pharmacy Services (Drugs sold at cost)
3. Routine Clinical Laboratory Tests
4. Routine X-Ray Procedures
5. Mental Health Services
6. Health Education Programs:
   - Alcohol & Drug Abuse
   - Nutrition
   - Birth Control
7. Specialty Clinics:
   - Dermatology
   - Gynecology
   - Orthopedics
8. Family Planning Services
9. Required Immunizations

COME VISIT
Learn How to Use Your Facility!
Discover the Augmented (Health Card) Program

Discover the Augmented (Health Card) Program

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
8AM-5PM
# ONE WEEK ONLY PRE-THANKSGIVING

## TOP-OF-THE-LINE

### SKI PACKAGE SALE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROSSIGNOL</th>
<th>STS</th>
<th>FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM COMPETITION/GS Reg. $310</td>
<td>A highly responsive ski that is perfect for the aggressive snow style that demands quick directional changes.</td>
<td>COMPETITION/SLalom Reg. $300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKER M-40 NEW SKI SET-UP $135</td>
<td>$20</td>
<td>MARKER M-40 NEW SKI SET-UP Reg. $135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reg. $310</td>
<td>NEW SKI SET-UP $20</td>
<td>NEW SKI SET-UP $20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**If purchased separately: $430**

| MARK IV SLALOM Reg. $315 | MARK IV COMP Reg. $295 |
| MARKER M-40 NEW SKI SET-UP $135 | The 930 is exceptionally versatile. It can carve like a slalom ski, yet is at home in any snow condition. |
| $20 | MARKER M-40 NEW SKI SET-UP Reg. $135 |
| **Reg. $310** | NEW SKI SET-UP $20 |

**If sold separately: $450.00**

**YOUR CHOICE $350**

**$40 OFF ANY SKI BOOT**

**WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY OF THE ABOVE SKI PACKAGES**

### K2 DOORBUSTER!

| K2 TARGA Reg. $185 |
| TYROLIA 160 Reg. $85 |
| NEW SKI SET-UP $20 |

**If sold separately: $290**

### OTHER PRODUCTS

| “BRUIN LEATHER” Cosmetically Blended. If perfect 29.99. A popular leather basketball shoe by NIKE. |
| “BLAZER CANVAS” Cosmetically Blasted. If perfect 26.99. A high-top canvas basketball shoe by NIKE. |
| INTER CAPITAL “COURT SHOE” This leather upper court shoe is perfect for all court sports. |
| “DARTMOUTH” A nylon running and training shoe for men and women. |

**RUGBY SHORTS 12.85 EACH OR TWO FOR $22**

**RUGBY PANTS**

| ADIDAS “ROVER” Slightly Blended. If perfect 32.99 |
| NIKE “RUGBY” First Quality |

**$19.85 A PAIR OR TWO FOR $32**

---

**Copeland's Sports**

952 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Hours: Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30
Thurs. 11:30-9, Sun. 12-5

**PRICES GOOD THRU 11/14/82**

Copeland's Sports reserves the right to refuse items to stock on hand. We reserve the right to refuse items to stock on hand.
Foundation helps students get a Poly education

From page 1

"When I go to a Foundation board meeting, I don't rush into the meeting room and say, 'Let's get on with it.'" Miller said. "I put on a hat in relation to the whole university in relation to needs." However, student board member Katie O'Farrell, an architecture major, said some outsiders "see me as part of the administration. I think I still regard myself as a student." President Baker plays a critical role in the work of the Foundation, Amaral added. "The Foundation doesn't consider getting into any new activity without specific requests coming from the university president or the board of directors," he said, adding the board doesn't decide whether to get involved. Amaral noted the president also approves all Foundation budgets. "There's an awful lot of two-way dialogue at all times," he said.

"It's the first week of Winter," Miller said. "The deadline will go by, the budget is planned with inflation in mind. Second place in price did not increase as much as had been expected. The Is department reserves. One might wonder how a non-external source, " he said.

Food Service did better than usual because food prices contributed the greatest collegiate athletic program, it can help to get funds from the university Cashier's Office by November 3.

Their academic department can appear in court on charges of grand theft, a misdemeanor. Frazier's troubles were compounded when police found a baggie of marijuana and a tank pipe in his possession at the campground. He was held in lieu of $1,000 bail on the burglary charges and was cited for possession of marijuana, a misdemeanor.

"The rest of the Foundation's net earnings are classified as non-profit organization can earn a profit. CAR is due next Tuesday

It's that time again. In particular in Computer Assisted Registration for the Winter quarter 1993, students should obtain their CAR forms from their academic departments, which were available beginning last week.

The completed forms and fees are due at the University Cashier's Office by 4 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 16. Frazier was rearrested. This deadline will go through the first week of Winter quarter.

"We welcome student input to improve that job." Amaral summed up. "It's a good day for us," a Foundation spokesperson said.

Out of last year's total sales, Sanderson explained, 74.9 percent goes to pay for books sold, and 4.9 percent of total sales was dedicated to operating expenses, and came out of gross margins or markups.

Robert McKee, assistant director of Food Services, also said prices are compared to those in San Luis Obispo.

"Every April we do our pricing and set up for the next year," McKee said. In setting prices, he said, costs of goods and their projected future costs are calculated, and comparisons are made. McKee said prices are "either at or below what is charged downtown" for items of the same quality and quantity.

"Our job, directly or indirectly," Amaral summed up, "is to help in various ways to get students an education. We welcome student input to improve that job."

November is 2 for 1 month at Padre Plaza Hair Fashions

We're offering you and a friend a haircut and style for the price of one cut and style. Good through Nov. 30. Give us a call at 541-124 3250 S. Higuera Suite D

TAPE TIP NO. 437

The best cassette tape and the best equipment will still make fuzzy, dull sounding tapes if you have a worn out stylus or a bad cartridge.

As a service to our record and tape buying customers, Boo Boo's offers genuine Shure cartridges and replacement styli at the lowest prices on the central coast.

Prices start at $16.95

20% off all earrings with this ad

Cal Poly police arrested a 17-year-old freshman in industrial arts major Monday after he failed to appear in court on charges of grand theft, a misdemeanor. Frazier was scheduled to appear in San Luis Obispo Superior Court Nov. 1 on charges of the theft of $498.40 in ASI funds. Police said Frazier was rearrested. Federal investigators attempted to serve the warrant for his arrest. Police were unable to locate Frazier at his residence, but apprehended him in the Business Administration Building as he went to class at 11:00 a.m. Frazier's troubles were compounded when police found a baggie of marijuana and a tank pipe in his possession at the campground. He was held in lieu of $1,000 bail on the burglary charges and was cited for possession of marijuana, a misdemeanor.

Freshman student is rearrested

20% off all earrings with this ad

Please join us at the opening of San Luis Obispo's newest, most unique bicycle shop. Come and see our freshly finished space and ask us how we can help you.

MIVATA SPAWELLED TEAK Santa Maria

See the exciting 50 mph Phoenix human-powered vehicle! Enter a drawing for a chance to win $250 in gift certificates to Bikes on Orted Bicycles, Helmets, clothing & components.

COME IN AND CATCH OUR

November 13-20

2022 MIVATA

1114 garden street san luis obispo
Advertising company parade streets with novel approach

by Anne French

It would be truly bizarre to see President Reagan or E.T. passing out balloons and business cards while sandwiched between two advertising display boards. But strange sights such as this, minus Reagan and E.T., but becoming regular features in downtown San Luis Obispo, thanks to Boardwalk Advertising Company and its novel approach to promotion via costumes and clever plank advertising.

BAC is barely a month old, but its owner, Michael McCarthy feels confident to recoup his initial investment within a year’s time. He credits his grandfather for his inspiration to take up the project, “with his talk of people doing this sort of thing during the Depression.” McCarthy learned sandwich board advertising had been tried before in the area, unsuccessfully. Finding out the failure was largely due to the entrepreneur’s “spreading himself too thin” with other businesses, McCarthy went to the County Clerk, the Chamber of Commerce, and the City Planning Department to get feedback on the idea. Convinced the undertaking would be a profitable business venture, he put the following ad in the Telegram Tribune:

HPL 118F
High power push button AM/FM cassette with Dolby “E”
List price $429.95
Coast coupon $379.95

Concord HPL 118
High power AM/FM cassette-12 watt per channel at 8% THD
List price $349.95

Concord HPL 615
High power AM/FM cassette with LED readout for frequency
List price $469.95

720 Marsh Street, San Luis Obispo, 541-4473
and our Radio Shack dealer stores
2360 Mam Street, Morro Bay, 772-1265
6905 El Camino Real, Atascadero, 466-1581
Doubtful weather predictions did not keep the second annual Airport Day from going up, up and away. The release of a gigantic hot air balloon at 9 a.m. started off the activities and could be seen from all over the city. An estimated 5,000 people participated in the all-day event on Sunday at the San Luis Obispo Airport.

An aerobatic show, $10 airplane and helicopter rides, aviation films, and numerous displays of radio-controlled and general use aircraft kept participants enthralled. The day-long events were sponsored by the San Luis Obispo Pilots' Association; SLO 99s woman pilot association; the Sheriff's Aero Squadron and the Experimental Aircraft Association.

Scenic flights were given by the members of the “99s” to raise scholarship monies for beginning women pilots.

Slight sprinkles ended the afternoon of aero exhibitions and entertainment.

Next year’s visitors will be viewing the new terminal and ticket-purchase area that is scheduled to begin its first day of construction on December 1st.
Soil teams plow to first and second place

by Lisa Shidler

Cal Poly placed in the top two teams for the ninth time in 10 years at the Regional Soil Judging Competition last Friday in Fresno and earned the chance to compete in the national competition next April.

Cal Poly’s first soil judging team, consisting of Paul Quinlan, Keith McIntire, Brian Fourt, and Tariq Jawad, earned second place behind University of California at Davis out of seven teams. Quinlan, Poly’s top finisher, placed fifth. The others placed sixth, seventh and ninth, respectively.

The second team from Cal Poly was close behind the first team in third place, beating the rest of the teams from Fresno State, Cal Poly, Pomona, University of Arizona and New Mexico State. Lynn Smith, Kate Scarcenino, Shurman Yeh, and Paul Barney made up the second team.

Coach Brent Hallock, a soil science instructor who accompanied the teams to Fresno along with assistant coach Tom Ries, said that since the regional competition began in 1972, Cal Poly has placed first or second in all but one contest. "Cal Poly has consistently had strong teams, and usually if we take our teams, they both do pretty well," said Hallock.

Hallock attributes this success to the strength of the teams as a whole. "He said Cal Poly does not usually have high individual who stand out but team members who are all well qualified." The top two teams from each region in the country will compete in April when Ohio State University hosts the national competition. Eighteen schools compete in the nationals, said Hallock, who hopes to place in the top ten this year. A local competition will be held during winter quarter to decide which Cal Poly team members will compete in April. Hallock said at the national competition students learn new soils, techniques and ideas because the soil and climate on the east coast is so different from those in California.

Cal Poly will host the regional competition next fall and will bid this year for the chance to hold the 1984 national competition. It would be the first time the nationals were held in California if Cal Poly hosted, said Hallock. The Soil Judging Team receive money for traveling and other expenses from the Instructionally Related Activities Fund of Associated Students, Inc. and from fundraisers held by the Skiis Club and the Soil Conservation Club, said Hallock.
Slappy days are here again

by Mike Mathison
Staff Writer

Sandy Aughinbaugh had been mired in a slump.
Her hitting wasn't what she wanted it to be. Or what others expected it to be. And that was the problem. She got tired of hearing from others about her slump. And she got tired of reading about it in print.

But it was fact. The slump was there. Part of it was technical stuff and part of it was the fact the Mustangs volleyball players weren't playing well as a team.

"My timing was a little off and I had not been approaching properly," said the junior. "Some of the sets were 10 feet off the net and since the way I hit, I like to hit the ball down, I couldn't hit it properly. But, that reflects on our whole team. Tina (the setter, Tina Taylor) has to have a good pass for the set. As an outside hitter a lot of the sets you get are problem sets because it's a last resort. We want to run our middle a lot."

I lost concentration in my hitting. Every other one (kill attempt) was following the bleachers. There's not any one answer to the question. It was - 'don't set me.' I wanted to prove to myself and everyone else that I was fine. I never doubted myself. That would have gotten me nowhere. I had to concentrate more. Usually, it (hitting) is, just a reflex action. But it stopped being a reflex action. I had to go back to really concentrating on my hitting."

But that was the only part of Aughinbaugh's game which wasn't up to par.

"Actually, during my slump the rest of my game improved," said the political science major. "Since I wasn't hitting well I had to compensate. My defense was what improved the most. I learned to read the hitters better and I got more aggressive." She leads the team with 64 defensive saves.

Aughinbaugh has recently exited from that slump. And on early appearances, it looks like she is out of it for good. The turning point came during Poly's first match in the National Invitational Volleyball Tournament at UCLA Friday morning. The Mustangs were playing Arizona State and were not playing that good. Neither was Aughinbaugh. Head coach Mike Wilton took her out for a brief rest. She didn't like that.

"That made me mad," Aughinbaugh admitted. "All I had were problem sets. As a team we were playing terrible. I wasn't able to make the shots I feel are best for me. I was a lot more feisty when I got back out there. I don't come out smiling too often."

After that she looked like the Aughinbaugh of old. Taylor was getting good passes and parlaying them into good sets - not just for Aughinbaugh, but for everyone. Aughinbaugh took those Taylor sets and, more often than not, deposited them cleanly on the opposition's side of the hardwood. She finished the six-match tournament with 60 kills in 136 sets. She was 38-for-84 the last four matches.

"In the last week of practice I felt my hitting was coming back," said Aughin, who will lead the Mustangs on the floor tonight at 7:30 when Fresno Poly's SM page 11

Are you an '82 BSEE GRADUATE?

Can you be ready for STEPS by January, '83?

Investigate STEPS, a unique opportunity for career success in technical sales and marketing, with the Farinon Division of Harris Corporation on the SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA.

STEPS, a Special Training & Experience in Professional Sales is a 9-month program which offers initial company orientation and sales skills training, an advanced sales training and product knowledge update and an intensive field internship working with experienced professionals for actual marketing & sales experience.

As a Sales Engineer, you will utilize your sound technical education and combine sales skills & ability to market complex telecommunication systems to business and industry. BSEE, strong communications skills and the initiative to chart a sales career with a fast-growing company are essential.

Working with the Harris Corporation, you'll be part of a Fortune 300 Company with 1982 sales of $17 billion and part of one of 30 Divisions nationwide. Farinon designs, manufactures and markets state-of-the-art analog and digital microwave telecommunications systems and employs 1500 people in San Carlos.

Meet with Farinon Division of Harris Corporation on the San Francisco Peninsula. You will be given a thorough overview of the sales career and the Farinon Division of Harris Corporation.

LOCAL INTERVIEWS will be arranged

Let's talk now! Call or write Judy Thompson Cook to schedule an appointment, or for more information. Farinon Division/Harris Corporation, 1691 Bayport Avenue, San Carlos, CA 94070. 415/594-3205.
Young Cross Country dynasty

Sophomores ensure two more years of fast feast

by Mike Mathison

A home streak has put Hartar and his runners in hot water.

The scary thing about Lance Hartar’s women’s cross country team is its top seven runners will return next year. And the third-year coach will lose only one to graduation, the year following. Now that’s something to look forward to.

Another thing Hartar and his runners are looking forward to is Saturday’s NCAA Division II Cross Country National Championships at St. Cloud State in St. Cloud, Minnesota. Needless to say, Hartar’s club is the favorite.

And why not? They’ve won darn near everything in sight in 1982. The only team the Mustangs have lost to this year in an invitational race is the Division I top rated squad, Stanford. Cal Poly has beaten, and beaten badly, every Division II team it has faced in 1982. It should be no different Saturday.

The Mustangs have been ranked No. 1 in the nation in Division II since the third week in the season. They also peaked at No. 7 in the Division I poll. Cal Poly is led by junior Amy Harper. She has been the pacemaker all season.

But right on her tail are four sophomores and two freshmen. Three of the sophomores — Jennifer Dunn, Carol Gleason and Marilyn Nichols — have been the ones pushing Harper the most for the top spot.

Of the trio, it’s mainly been Dunn and

Jennifer Dunn

Gleason fighting it out for the No. 2 position. It was Dunn the first two weeks. Gleason the following two weeks and Dunn is the number two runner heading into the nationals. She earned that honor by placing third in the NCAA Division II Region VIII Qualifying meet two weeks ago at Riverside.

While Harper scorched the Riverside hills winning the 5,000-meter course in 16:29, Dunn was fighting it out with Sacramento State’s Patti Gray for second place. Both were timed in 16:47, but Gray was given the nod for second.

For Dunn it was a nice showing after two races which were not ones to write home about.

“I’ve been up and down,” Dunn said. “I’m not consistent like I used to be. I think it’s all mental. Last year I came through at regionals and nationals and I’ll come through again this year.”

Carol Gleason

Marilyn Nichols

Note: The illustration in the image is not relevant to the text content and is not included in the natural text representation.
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Sophs trail Harper to NCAA Nationals

Confidence definitely helps and my hitting will get better and I’ll get more confidence in my hitting. Confidence definitely helps the hitting. My hitting clicked during the beginning of the season, but it’s been off-and-on since then.

Nov. 16

Team #4

5 vs. 7 5 pm

D. Adams

4 vs. 8

J. Moore

1 vs. 6

E. Thompson

K. Kemp

Marine

10 vs. 9

B. Nickerson

Nov. 18

Team #6

4 vs. 6 5 pm

C. Gundersen

3 vs. 7

A. Wagman

10 vs. 9

C. Miles

Team #7

J. Gorick

H. Mathis

Team #8

J. Deardoff

C. Miles

Team #9

J. Deardoff

D. Harrington

K. Bashe

Team #3

T. Doleans

L. Carroll

M. Elbard

P. Palmer

It seemed like everyone was coming down on me when I wasn’t playing that well. That just seems to make me work harder.

Working harder is something the Mustangs have been doing a lot lately. There’s no doubt they are one of the best teams in the nation. Our current No. 8 ranking proves that. But the women are their own worst enemy. They seem to make themselves off for it, though, in their quarterfinal loss at UCLA to nemesis Pacific.

Pacific came out for the match with a look of determination. And that’s exactly what they did to the Mustangs in the first game. But Cal Poly came back for a 15-12 win.

"We have to go out there and play our game every time. We have to be up all the time instead of being up and down. We have to play our best every time. We have to see the positives and go out and tell everyone. I think things are looking up. Now, if we can make us realize what it takes to fight and want it. UOP did it in the whole tournament."

Nichols is one of the coaches who get tired of running against me every year. Then there was the time for them to emerge. "My old coach says that, my determination is the key point," Glasson said. "I didn’t have the most ability. I would say I do my best, though. My best physical strength is my endurance. The longer the race, the better I do."

Nichols has slowly, but surely, come on strong as a junior for Harper. She finished seventh at Glens Falls Sept. 26, then placed 10th a week later against stronger competition at San Diego. Harper called Nichols’ performance there "the surprise of the meet." Her performance at Stanford was one minute faster than she ran as a freshman for UC San Diego. She took fifth at Cal Poly’s Invitational, then took second place in her old Riverside meet at regionals two weeks ago.

"I had a good summer training," Nichols said. "I ran 50 miles a week. It was more quality than quantity. I found out in high school too much quantity causes injuries."

Injuries is something Harper’s team has had to deal with a lot of. This, along with the training they have gone through, puts the rest of the team’s training and the Mustangs’ semantics and her six teammates have a great shot at the cross country world. Being named All-American and running on a national championship cross country team doesn’t exactly make everyone happy. And these folks are still underclassmen.

"For Dunn and Gleason, it is new. "I’ve never pillaged off-and-on. Because I let it go and my confidence was com ing down on me, though, in their game three before losing it 14-12."

"We improved as the weekend went on," Angshulbough said. "It was frustrating to get out-fought. We do that all the time. That team (UOP) has a lot of guts, sometimes, we give up. At crucial times we need an All-American who, and we don’t have them all. I was surprised that we could beat the UOP match because we did play pretty well. I would have liked to win, though.

"We have to go out there and play our game every time. We have to be up all the time instead of being up and down. We have to play our best every time. We have to see the positives and go out and tell everyone. I think things are looking up. Now, if we can make us realize what it takes to fight and want it. UOP did it in the whole tournament."

"I think we need a strong physical strength is my endurance. The longer the race, the better I do."

Nichols has slowly, but surely, come on strong as a junior for Harper. She finished seventh at Glens Falls Sept. 26, then placed 10th a week later against stronger competition at San Diego. Harper called Nichols’ performance there "the surprise of the meet." Her performance at Stanford was one minute faster than she ran as a freshman for UC San Diego. She took fifth at Cal Poly’s Invitational, then took second place in her old Riverside meet at regionals two weeks ago.

"I had a good summer training," Nichols said. "I ran 50 miles a week. It was more quality than quantity. I found out in high school too much quantity causes injuries."

Injuries is something Harper’s team has had to deal with a lot of. This, along with the training they have gone through, puts the rest of the team’s training and the Mustangs’ semantics and her six teammates have a great shot at the cross country world. Being named All-American and running on a national championship cross country team doesn’t exactly make everyone happy. And these folks are still underclassmen.

"For Dunn and Gleason, it is new. "I’ve never pillaged off-and-on. Because I let it go and my confidence was coming down on me, though, in their game three before losing it 14-12."

"We improved as the weekend went on," Angshulbough said. "It was frustrating to get out-fought. We do that all the time. That team (UOP) has a lot of guts, sometimes, we give up. At crucial times we need an All-American who, and we don’t have them all. I was surprised that we could beat the UOP match because we did play pretty well. I would have liked to win, though.

"We have to go out there and play our game every time. We have to be up all the time instead of being up and down. We have to play our best every time. We have to see the positives and go out and tell everyone. I think things are looking up. Now, if we can make us realize what it takes to fight and want it. UOP did it in the whole tournament."

"I think we need a strong physical strength is my endurance. The longer the race, the better I do."
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Between Marsh and Higuera
Opinion

Come into the cold

The 1982 elections have passed, and with their passing comes credence over the very reasons some voters gave for their decisions on issues. Take Proposition 12, the nuclear freeze initiative.

If California voters passed the proposal, which requires the governor to write a letter to President Reagan requesting him to press the Soviets for an agreement to halt the production, testing and deployment of nuclear weapons, as well as the missiles, submarines and planes that carry them.

But Proposition 12 passed narrowly—53 percent to 47 percent. Why the slight margin when polls conducted in 1980 and 1981 indicated Californians supported a nuclear freeze by a much higher percentage?

Many supporters of a nuclear freeze voted against Prop. 12. The most common reason they gave for voting against it is that they believed requiring a letter to be written was "silly," and would accomplish nothing.

They couldn't have been more wrong.

It is obvious that the White House was interested in the outcomes of the nuclear freeze initiatives on ballots throughout the country. Reagan and Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger have spoken on the issue extensively in the past few months, giving the usual argument that a freeze would "increase the danger of war."

The State Department even made an unprecedented effort to defeat the nuclear weapons freeze referendum—voted on in nine states and 30 other places. Speeches, participation in debates, numerous radio and press interviews and 77 trips to 30 states were included in the attempt to stop the freeze votes.

In spite of the fact that the Reagan Administration supports continued nuclear weapons development, it is listening to this country’s people. In California, perhaps Proposition 12 could have been worded better, asking if voters simply supported a freeze. At worst, the initiative still indicates a clear majority of voters desire a nuclear weapons freeze, and whatever the title, writing a letter is a viable mechanism of expressing this belief is beside the point.

Former Defense Secretary Clark Gifford and other experts report that freeze opponents often cite blindly—that the Soviets could cheat in a nuclear weapons freeze.

A freeze is verifiable now, Gifford says, because present U.S. technology would allow us to know where nuclear-armed missiles in the Soviet Union are stationed. But the time for a freeze is now, Gifford emphasizes, because future technology could make checks much more difficult and "verifiable limits could never be enforced.

The time is right, and a large number of voters are aware of the growing threat nuclear deployment poses. The movement for a nuclear weapons freeze is growing like the proverbial snowball rolling down a hill, gaining continuously in size and momentum. The Reagan Administration would do well to listen carefully to what more and more voters are saying—or a large number of Republican candidates in 1984 could find themselves out in the cold.

As Harry Truman once said, people want peace badly, and some day the government had better get out of the way and let them have it.

Re-read the Bill of Rights

Editor:

Not Mr. Buchanan, I don't have to defend my patriotism, instead you should open your eyes and ears, read the Bill of Rights, and re-discover your own conscience. I know what government "by the people" means. It does not mean "find another country," it means work and to make this one better. And that is why I made the following decision on draft registration.

Throughout history violence has been used on every continent and morally justified by every perpetrator. Bombs have been used to stop bombs, death to stop death, yet the killing goes on unchecked. History has proven that violence never solves violence problems. Why will it all stop? When we all realize that nothing is ever gained by war. Ideas, religions, even communism can be preserved and supported. Knowing someone with another point of view is hardly devastating.

National defense has become a foreign chess game. Predictably the superpowers have issued their moves allowing the board, each move increasingly more deadly. The Soviets invade Afghanistan, Carter starts draft registration; they supply Syria, we supply Israel; they send arms to Cuba, we send arms to El Salvador, the Russians build more missiles, we build the MX. Both countries divert scarce resources from human services, farming and education.

Reagan continues this game with his foreign policies. He has declared that nuclear war is survivable, even workable, stated the U.S. will fight for oil in the middle east, and shipped arms to South American dictator who are willing to murder communists.

So when will it end? Either we play the game to the ultimate conclusion, or we the players stop the game by refusing to play. For one refuse to play this game of fear and horror. Sure, draft registration is only registration but I will not give up my elected government the illusion that I support military solutions. Instead, I will support arms control and continue to resist draft registration.

Chris Hoffman

Letters

"Bus Wars"

Editor:

The comment by Bill Doyle of ASI that San Luis Transportation wants to remain the city bus line because "they were there first" gives a misleading impression of the current controversy. The "Bus Wars" as they have been called aren't a fit of pipe, but an attempt to resolve the irregularities in the bidding process that played favorites among the bidders. One judge, after investigating the process, "blasted" the City of San Luis Obispo for their conduct.

On June 30th, the day before the new operator was to take over, it was announced that Cal Coast Charter of Oxnard had been unable to meet all of the conditions of the contract but was going to start operations anyway (Telegraph-Tribune, June 30, p. B-1) by circumventing the law with the approval of the city (Telegraph-Tribune, July 1, p. A-3).

A restraining order was issued the afternoon of June 30th prohibiting Cal Coast Charter from operating until the legal issues raised by the order were resolved. All three parties to the lawsuit (San Luis Transportation, City of San Luis Obispo, and Cal Coast Charter) presented their arguments some months ago, and the judge's decision is expected by the end of this month.

That's the situation in a nutshell: it's not merely a matter of having bid and lost, but rather a matter of having the deck stacked against you. To portray the situation any other way is to do a disservice to San Luis Transportation.

George Crisman

Contempt for logic

Editor:

Thursday's editorial on Diablo Canyon was a shining example of the brazen contempt for logic and reason which is the apparent hallmark of the Mustang Daily. First it states that in case of an "invaluable event" at Diablo Canyon, 23,000 people would die. Only later does the editorial inform the reader that the likelihood of this occurring is once in a billion years, that a single death is likely once in 50 million years, and that a single injury is likely once in 1 million years. Lately the editorial concludes that this risk is too great.

If Mustang Daily editors are genuinely afraid of a one-in-a-billion chance of death, how do they muster the courage to get out of bed in the morning? After all, they might slip in the tub or get hit by lightning or meet some other unlikely fate much more likely to do them in than nuclear power.

The underlying point here is that willingness to accept risk is shared by all men and women of accomplishment, while the abhorrence of risk is common to low-intensity, low-motivation persons whose contribution to the quality of life in general is minimal. By consistently opposing any nature, the editorial staff of the Mustang Daily ranks itself solidly with those in the latter category.

Guy Della Vecchia

Re-read the Bill of Rights

Editor:

Just after November elections, a law was passed by Congress, the so-called "Bill of Rights." In California, perhaps Proposition 12 could have been worded better, asking if voters simply supported a freeze. At worst, the initiative still indicates a clear majority of voters desire a nuclear weapons freeze, and whatever the title, writing a letter is a viable mechanism of expressing this belief is beside the point.

Former Defense Secretary Clark Gifford and other experts report that freeze opponents often cite blindly—that the Soviets could cheat in a nuclear weapons freeze.

A freeze is verifiable now, Gifford says, because present U.S. technology would allow us to know where nuclear-armed missiles in the Soviet Union are stationed. But the time for a freeze is now, Gifford emphasizes, because future technology could make checks much more difficult and "verifiable limits could never be enforced.

The time is right, and a large number of voters are aware of the growing threat nuclear deployment poses. The movement for a nuclear weapons freeze is growing like the proverbial snowball rolling down a hill, gaining continuously in size and momentum. The Reagan Administration would do well to listen carefully to what more and more voters are saying—or a large number of Republican candidates in 1984 could find themselves out in the cold.

As Harry Truman once said, people want peace badly, and some day the government had better get out of the way and let them have it.